
1. I accompanied my parents to another country due to their work.

2. I moved between cultures and/or people in my life moved between cultures.

3. I interacted with two or more cultural environments for a significant amount

of time.

4. I was born to parents from at least two cultures (they may or may not be of

the same racial heritage).

5. I was born to parents from at least two racial heritages (they may or may not

be of the same culture).

6. I attended school with a different cultural base than mine at home.

7. My parents were from a racial or ethnic group that was not part of the

majority race or ethnicity of the country we lived in.

8. My parents made a permanent move to a new country were they were not

originally citizens.

9. My parents were living outside their original country or place due to

circumstances they did not choose such as war, violence, famine or natural

disasters.

10. I was adopted from a country different than my parent’s culture.

11. I moved in or among various cultures or subcultures within my home

country.

12. I struggled with answering the question, “Where are you from?”

Discover if you are a Third Culture Kid (TCK)
or a Cross-Cultural Kid (CCK), or both!

If you checked boxes 1 & 2 & 12, you are most likely a Third Culture Kid (TCK). 
If you checked any box 3 - 12, you are most likely a Cross-Cultural Kid (CCK).

Mukappa is for you— where you belong! MuKappa is a collegiate
organization for students who have grown up in a cross-cultural setting and
also welcomes international students and people who are internationally
inclined. Join a chapter on your university campus!  www.mukappa.org

During the first 18 years of my life...
Check all that apply.
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